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Introduction
In a sense radio advertising is not new. The
oldest advertising medium was the human voice which dates
hack to barter and sale. Those were the days when a merchant
gathered his wares in front of his booth and addressed him-
self to passers-by--the medicine man who sold liniment by
the flare and the barkers at the doors of the side shows also
used their voices to advertise. But "as time goes by" inven-
tions come about and with them came a device to carry the
human voice to millions--the radio. Radio advertising was
exactly v;hat many national advertisers were longing for--it
seemed more direct than other types of media for it had the
same imnulse that leads a politician (not referring to any
party) to make a speech instead of passing out written liter-
ature. "Printed advertising appears without disguise--it is
a la carte- -no one need read it unless he wants to; you can
take it or leave it (apologies to Eversharn) . However, the
commercial message is a tag attached to the entertainment
orograra. Radio advertising is ’table d’hote’; there is no
choice.
"I hate radio," announces a ^’’oung lady, " exce ot
the dance bands .
"
"Radiol" exclaims the Grea.t Executive, "I never bother
with it--unless the President talks
,
or something like tha,
t
.
"
^Calkins, E. E. --"Fifty Years of Advertising" --
Printers’ Ink--Cctober 24, 1947--Pg, 48-49.

”Shut tha,t radio off I" ccimnands the “bridge olayer,
trembling on the hrinlc of an origina,! two-hid. "Cr turn
some music on
.
The comments and criticisms do not end ahruptly--
they go on a,nd on. However, it is to he remembered that
radio prograons are diversified enough to satisfy different
groups of people. "Radio is not a single isolated ex-
perience such as seeing a Broadway show, or taking a vaca-
tion, It is woven into the daily nattern of our lives year
in and year out."^ Hot onlj" does radio advertising provide
entertairmient
,
news, etc., but it also performs great
economic functions. As a result of the increased quantity
of goods sold through the ra.dio commercials, lov/er costs of
production, and, therefore, selling a.re achieved. Through
competition this lov^er cost ultimately is passed on to the
consumer.) In the chapters which follow, I have endeavored
to explain just how radio advertising is beneficial to both
the neople and the advertisers. Since radio is a business
institution, and the radio programs are financed by ad-
vertisers, naturally, they want some recognition for their
products. This brought about the introduction of com-
mercials which I have discussed in a follcvv’-ing chapter.
However controversial a subject may be, it still
has a background, so let us turn to Chapter II entitled the
"Brief History of Radio Advertising."
^Lazarsfeld, Paul P, a.nd Field, Karry--"The People
Lock at P.a,dio"- -Chapel Hill--The University of Horth Carolina
Press--1946--Pg, 5.
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CHAPTER II
Brief History and Importance of Radio in Advertising
Radio "business v/as born, had its irifa.ncj*', puberty,
and maturity in a period of 20 years (1920-40). It shared
the boom but survived the collapse.
In 1920, the miracle of radio wa.s known to few.
Some method was needed to carr3^ the costs of programs and
of increased technical service. This came about in the ad-
vertising field. Because of this enterprise, countless
numbers benefit.
Radio advertising came, however, into existence
like a lost child born too soon--it had to belong to some-
one, Business picked it up and put it to work selling
toothpaste, stocks and bonds, and all sorts of gadgets.
Broadcasting ha,s enabled a single personal salesman to
speak to ICOO or 1,000,000 or 10,000,000 in a fevf minutes,
either as individuals, or as members of family circles.
Advertising on the radio is, therefore, the primary instru-
m.ent in making sales.
Radio advertising has only two major functions.
It has to reach the right people by serving the masses and
specialized needs of minority groups. Its second function
is to tell the people the right thing, for the success or
failure of raaio is usuall^^ judged by sales increases or
losses.
Radio rea.lizes tha.t sentiment outnumbers sex. It
mixes human appeal, naturalness, sincerity and situations
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with normal emotions. Yet, it aims at hasic honesty in its
effort to win sympathy to sell goods. In this way, it
offers the only form of entertainment on tap free and
satisfies human wants. It gives its listeners a self-escape
into a higger, more interesting outside world.
Although hroadcasting began in 1920, a law to
regulate it thoroughly was not passed until 1926, Thus, it
had a natural grov/th, unhampered hy restrictions. As it
exists today in America, radio plays an intimate role in
the family, nation’s politics, economj?-, and educaticn--a
role which few foresaw.
It has come far since the earliest hroadcasting;
it reaches a universal audience. Thus, radio advertising
reaches people who had never thought of such a facility as
radio. Although a form of. competition, it visualizes
itself as a drp.matic show. It "shoots the works" v;ith more
money in less time than^ any ether medium.

CI-IAPTER III
Types of Commercials
Before going into a discussion of the types of
radio commercials, it is essential to rememher the-t a radio
commercial is an a,dvertisement designed to sell goods,
services, or ideas. A commercia.1 message may he completely
separated from the program material or made a part of it.
Sales effectiveness can he iic reased if those who are
responsible for writing commercials will give attention to
good advertising principles, and write them from the consumer
viewpoint, namely, '‘you" and "your" interests.
The appeal in any advertisement is basic. A com-
mercial writer should determine the particular c^ualit^r or
qualities of the product or service to he sold, whj' or hov/
the qualities will provide consumer satisfaction. The mes-
sage must he keyed to the interest of a prospective buyer.
A good commercial should he in the mood of the showr, and,
it should blend into and out of entertainment when possible,
natural, and in good taste. Successful show elements can
he successful commercial elements. A commercial either
ma.kes a listener (who hears it hut once) v^ant to buy, or
it doesn't touch him at all. If the idea of a cominercial
and its "words do not sell the first time a listener hea.rs
it, throw it out, and start all over s.gain.
Commercial announcements must he made a-t "proper
times to insure effectiveness. In order to a-ccomplish this,
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an eye must "be kept on the types of hro^dca-sts throughout
the day. Early morning hours hring us husiness-like
nrcgrsms; in the middle morning, thile rxmen are doing
their house'^ork, the programs are of technical instruction
to \vcraen on heauty and the home. Then come the noon hours
during which radio works much hs^rder for this time is
allotted to farmers and special programs,. In the afternoon
hours we hear department and speciality stores’ advertisements
which hfing most customers a,nd the greatest sa.les volume.
In the late afternoon, the air is ta.ken with man3'- progra.ms
for children ?/hich nrevent a negligible advertising volume,
last, hut "by no means least, are the night programs which
find many at home, this is an excellent time for the com-
mercials.
When two commercials were given in the same
nrogram, it began to get monotonous twice as fast. Young
and Rubicam (advertising agency) decided to make advertising
men out of showmen, people who knew about the spoken word,
and then coined favorite terms for their use,
Pefore George Gallun made the first a.udience
measurements, he gave the first sponsor identification
figures and first penetra tion-cf-sales points figures.
As a program begins, so must it end- -only the
ending of man3r programs provides an opportune place for a
"Hitch-hiker"
. This commercial (the closing plug of the
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first program) is a plug for another product of the same
sponsor. Its name is suitable, for it truly hitches on.
Another type of announcement, v/hich is the most annoying
feature of the netv/ork shows, is the "middle commercia.1"
.
The cheapest network shows to produce are the "soap operas"
which are very popular among advertisers, because they
.create small expense to get the commercial point across,
create attention, and are good for advertising plugs and
testimonials of the product. Moreover, the industry gives
the public what it wants. "Soap operas" have previous
listening from week to week for maybe ten years.
Broadcast advertising includes "spot announce-
ments"; these are straight a.dvertising messa.ges of a minute
or more with nothing in them to appeal to a. listener but
the advertising message. "Spot announcements", the neatest,
chea.pest, surest mousetra.ps on the market, precede or follow
a regula.r program. They have listeners, get attention and
sales, plus ill-will. Although these "spot announcements",
which are in and cut on borrowed time, are unpooula.r with
listeners, they are used by a.dvertisers who do not ha.,ve the
means to produce worth-while programs. Therefore, "spot
announcements" constitute the major time unit purchased
by retailers. To encourage the purchase of these, the
radio stations price them below program time. An advertiser
can purchase four one-minute "spot announcements" for the
price of fifteen minutes of program time. However, the
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8latter provides not more than thirteen minutes of actual
commercial time.
In terms of time available for commercial mes-
sages, announcements sell at a discount of 25^.^ Reduction
in the use of "spot announcements" is made hy eliminating
price differential through an increa.se in the price of spots
or reduction in price of program time. Some "spot announce-
ments" are little short advertising messages which are put
on for ^15 between two-$5000 shows. ^ Although this aspect
of commercial broadcasting has not received as much atten-
tion as it deserves, the commercial announcement--a little
three-minute segment, out of ^ hour, is the payoff to the
advertiser for twenty-seven minutes that he fills with good
music and good entertainment.
In the case of a good many advertisers, they are
not getting their full money’s worth out of their com-
mercials. They are willing to spend a lot of money for a
show tha.t is up-to-date, full of charm and humor, v/ritten
by experts, and performed by wonderful talent. But the
commercial is just a good strong selling talk, a.nd fits
into the show the way a riveting machine would fit into a
symphony orchestra.
Another type of commercial is "spot-broadcasting"
^Sandage, Charles H. --"Radio Advertising For
Retailers"--Cambridge--Harvard Universitj' Press--1945--Pg. 16.
2Hurd, V. D. --"Singing Commercials"--Christian
Science lilcni tor- -liarch 1C, 1945—Pg. 5.
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which may he defined as local radio advertising, although
there are advertisers who use as ma^ny as 300 or 400 stations
in a spot campaign. Pecause all such hroadca.sting originates
from studios of stations selected, the use of electrical
transcrinticns
,
or recordings has become an economic neces-
sity in most of these progra.ms. "Spot broadcasting" is for
advertisers v/ho require special coverage to help them in the
solution of a particular oroblem.
Then, there is the "Spot selling"--this stresses
the possibilities held by such advertisements for products
that are sold on the premises--beer
,
sift drinks, candy,
etc. Still another t^/pe of comjnercial is the "Station-
break time announcements" sponsored by such advertisers as
Longines. These offer service in giving correct time, etc.
and are given at fifteen minute, and one-half hour breaks
between programs. They are usually fifteen seconds in
length. Long commercials annoy manj^' and make ill-will toward
the station and nroduct.
Commercials ma^/ be straight advertisements or
dramatized messages. Although the trend is toward short
commercials , --the average today is 60-90 seconds^--, however,
there are no rules rega.rding their length.
In pursuit of som.ething different, the advertising
men accepted the singing commercials. The results of these
^Agnew, Hugh E. & Dygert, Warren B. --"Advertising
Media"--New York and Lend on- -McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.--
1936--Pg. 309.
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were household groans, hut goods still sold, and these
commercials expanded. The singing commercials began to he
used for "spot a.nnouncements" in the evening during hig-
time shoT/s, Although the singing commercial was thought
of as the last straw, "most of the public likes singing
commercials, so we ought to give it to them".^ The only
thing to make people happ3* is to keep good taste on the
radio. Commercial radio includes network or chain hroad-
ca.sting. These programs originate at one point and are fed
to a number of stations. Spot broadcasting which covers
the commercial use of a station breaks one-minute spots and
loca,l programs in industrial markets. In buying spot time,
one must consider the program before and after time, the
standing and network affilia.ticns of va^rious stations in
given markets as well as pertinent fa-cts available about
particular markets being considered.
Each commercial advertisement goes on an
individual record which replaces one of the regular records
in a juke box. The advertisement can be of an^^ length up
to the capaxity of the record. In listening to a commer-
cial, the ears hear not only the words, but also the voice.
The listener is alert to inflection and tone, detects
phoniness, pompousness, unna,turalness, and insincerity of
the voice and statement. Straight commercia,! copy must
^Hurd, V, I),— "Singing Commercia,ls"--Christian
Science l^oni tor- -March 1C, 194 5- -Pg, 5,
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talk interestingly and mturall^'’; it should persuade "by
sheer reasonableness of things "being said; it should not
attempt to persuade "by fancied charm of the voice. The
outset of the commercial should get the listener’s interest.
A good radio commercial will cause the listener to conjure
a.n image of what the commercial is a"bout.
Constructive criticism is welcomed about commer-
cials. The first lesson learned was simplicity ; it was
first written by the left-hand of a right-handed copy-
writer. He wrote so effectively about coffins that you
could hardly wait to die to get into one of them. It was
found, however, that the same words on the air left the
listeners unmoved. "Let’s make these commercials sound as
people talk--let’s make them conversational."^
Everybody v/ill admit that radio commercials are
not perfect. Some are in bad taste, silly, or mediocre.
More time and care in preparation can remedy V7hat is v/rong
with the average commercial. The average straight commer-
cial (written by a copyv/riter and read by an a-nnouncer) is
not as "good" as the program, because something is lacking
in the average agency’s approach to the tv/o principa.l
elements in the commercial, writer and deliver^/".
vfhen commercials are as good as the programs,
orga.nized criticism v/ill fade, and critics will become
prospects instead of resentful listeners.
^Moran, Joseph A.--"Kow Radio Commercials Got As
Good As The;/ Are, and How They Can Ee Eurther Improved" --
Printers Ink--April 19, 1946--Pg. 79-80.
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"It will revolutionize ‘soap operas! Think of it! A fif-
teen-minute pause to let the listener catch up on her
housework!"
I’igure I
"Soap Operas” have previous
listening from v/eek to week
for mayhe ten years.
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—Lichty, Chicago Times.
"But how con w# Mpoct rovolutlon, comrodot, whon half tho radio pro9rams
ara busy radistributing tha wealth . .
Figure II
A good commercial should he in
the mood of the show, and it
should hlend into and out of
entertainment v/hen possible,
natural, and in good taste.
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CHAPTER IV
Coimnercia.ls as a Means Por Eree Radio
Commercial radio is the product of American
society--free competitive enterprise, so unlike the British
system which is a state monopoly. In Great Britain, the
listener has to pay for his listening. In such a state-
controlled system of hroa.dcasting, there is opportunity to
make radio the mouthpiece of dicta.t crship.
The essential features of the British system are
as follows: the creation of a public, non-profitahle
corporation under the government for owning and operating
broadcasting facilities; close supervision by the govern-
ment, even to the point of censoring programs; support of
the system by means of taxes imposed upon radio set owners.^
The royal charter, granting the BBC a monopoly in
broadcasting, specifies that service should be conducted "by
a public corporation acting as trustees of nationa,! interest.
This refers to the "great value of service as a means of
education and entertainment". According to the "London
'7
,
Times'',^ the first condition of good broadcasting is
independence, a decisive justification for maintaining
divorce between broa,dca,st ing and commercia.l motives,
^Landry, Robert J.--"This Eascins.ting Radio
Business"--Indianapolis-lTew Ycrk--The Bobbs-Merrill Co.--
1946--Pg. 194.
^Ibid Pg. 194,
Icndon Times--April, 1946,

Peing a governrnerLt-created monopcl;-, PPC has a
civil service status and a,ttitude. It feels that monoDoly
is often a. stimulus. "'Jhile 80% of British business is
nrivatel^'’ owned, the 20% of government business would cer-
tainly continue to include broadcasting. While the BBC is
constantly strapped for funds, it still has enough money to
produce superlative programs,
British broa-dcasters believe that they are ex-
perts in their art, so they give the public vrha.t they think
it should hear rather than what it might want. British
ra.dio reaches a big public, serves entertainment and in-
fermaiion carefull3r prepared under government supervision.
The owner of each set in Britain pays an a.nnual
license fee of |;2.50 to insure adequate finances for broad-
casting service. Sometimes, this fee is graduated according
to the value of sets, or, sometimes, according to the
dista/nce between the transmitter and receiver. The annual
income from, license fees is approximaiely ^15,000,000; the
amount increases as the audience grows. Of this, the govern-
ment takes a,bout |J8,000,000 *’for giving the broadcasters
the air”.
There is no advertising cn the air in Pngland,
unless it filters in from some other country. The Sykes
Commission, the BBC officials of toda.^'', is against the idea
of selling radio time to the highest bidder for his un-
restricted use. Bconcmic puzzles a.re linked in some way
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with geography. So easily do the broadcasts jiimp inter-
national fences that they must at times irritate those who
strive to keep .'Snglish air free of commercialism.
The American system of radio is privately ov/ned
and competitively operated by the various stations and net-
works. Unlike the Pritish system, it is supported by the
sale of broadcasting "time" for advertising purposes. The
public interest is sa.f8guarded by the govermnental agency,
the Federal Coim-nuni cat ions Commission, which might receive
increased authority, if necessary.
Government program-censorship can not, however,
occur without the consent of the American people. Free
radio can not survive without public consent and approval.
It must provide programs for the majority and minority alike
whereas government-controlled radio is under no such com-
pulsion.
In the United States, all radio programs, whether
called "commercia.1" and sponsored directly, or called "sus-
taining" and sponsored by the broadcaster, are made possible
by advertising. In the words of Prigadier General David
Sarnoff, "the richest ma,n can not buy what the poorest ma.n
gsts free--b3^ radio", ^ The nation’s advertisers ha.ve made
this statement possible. There is no distinction between
the value of public service rendered b^^ programs v/hich are
^Annual Review- -National Broadcasting Company--
1945-6
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commercia.ily s-oonscred and those which are not. !To service
rendered by a network is more highly valued by the nublic
than that of entertainment, and entertainment programs are
thus nreferred by ma.n3r sponsors as means for their advertis-
ing, which is the right arm of distribution a.nd of free press
and free radio.
Radio advertising not onl^;- pays fcr performances
on the air; but sharp competition among man;^ stations, net-
works and advertisers is responsible fcr the best and most
reliable news information and highest artistic performance.
To commercial sponsors of broadcasting gees credit for the
fact not only that American radio audiences are able to
hear the finest talent, but also that broadcasting in this
countri^ is a free institution, neither owned nor supported
by the government. Special service programs of music, new^s,
nublic affairs, and religion presented by Rational Broad-
casting Company during about half the hours of each broa.d-
casting week are financed out of income from commercial
programs which occupy/ the other half of the schedule.
Before the da.ys of modern a.dvertising, it took
many yearns to esta.blish new products or change the public’s
buying habits, Vi/'e have found the key which never fails to
unlock resourcefulness and ingenuity of American economy,
namely, advertising.
A comparison of American broadca.sting with English
is difficult. Both hs.ve problems; yet, both agree that
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"•Du'blic interest" is of narcmount importance.
It may "be true that EPC is rather high-hrow--it
reflects the taste and education in its management which is
composed of men from Oxford and Carahridge.^ English news-
cs^sts a.re not hetter than American; they a.re less frank and
differ in intonation and delivery.
Eritish hroadca.sting has, hov^ever, shown inherent
weaknesses inaccentahle to American people. Its system of
tax:ing set-owners and its theory of program-censorship are
inccmnatihle with Ainerican principles and are a. threat to
freedom of speech. The English feel that radio was quick
to come hut v/ill he quick to go. The split-second programs,
the choppy fifteen-minute broadcasts studded with commer-
cial a,nnouncements amaze them. They do not heed the second
hand of the clock as we do, or rush from one program to
another. The gap between their broadcasts is usually
intentional for the sa.ke of transition--!, e., to avoid the
shock of passing from a religious to a dance -Drogram,
According to American stande^rds, Pritish radio
is much too serious. As Mr. Eckersley said, they began by
giving the audience more serious things, and it has learned
to enjoy them. Ke feels that Ajnerican broadcasting is more
personal and sentimental, Cf course, both the English and
Am^erican program directors have the same problem of pleasing
andry, Robert J.--"This Eascinating Radio Rusiness"
--Indiananolis-lTew York--The Pobbs-Merrill ComiDany--1946--
Pg. 194.
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their listeners. The average listener in America wants to
he entertained, not educated. Yet, there are those who
helieve that it is mere important to he inf ormed than
entertained, argue for more educa-tional broadcasts, and
helieve that the United States should select and adopt the
features of the British system. But, it must he rememhered
that under commercial sponsorship of programs as in America,
there is more competition and, therefore, greater liveliness
a,nd diversity. This American system gives the networks more
money to spend. Thus, the American public gets its radio
entertainment for nothing, while the English pay for it.

CFAPT^ V
Rules Governinf: Rs.dio Advert isirxp;
A. Governnient Rules
In 1922, advertising was extensive; as it ex-
panded, prolDlems arose. By 1927, advertising abuses were
ajTiong the first topics to receive the attention of the
Federal Radio Gomnission. This coimnissi on required radio
stations to make special announcements of all electrically
transcribed Programs in order not to deceive listeners,
Petwreen 1927 and 1932, members of this commission appeared
before Congressiona.1 committees in their attempt to remedy
the ills of radio.
It was not until 1934, however, that the basic
law^ for Americp.n radio was established. This Federa,!
Communications Act makes the airwaves public property. It
plainly states that licenses to broadcast shall be issued
only "if public convenience, interest or necessity shall
be served". Thej'' are issued for a maximum of three years.
The Communications Act of 1934 established the
Federal Communications Commission, which is a combination
of policeman and magistrate. It guards our peace of mind
and satisfaction 3.t our receiving sets. Its prime powers
have to do with the classifying of stations, prescribing
of the type of service, a-ssigning of frequencies and power
determining of location a.nd type of appa.ratus used.
The corrraiission may grant, and later renew a
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temporarA'' license to operate a radio station only after it
is satisfied that the applicant will operate "in the public
interest, convenience, or necessity". It had to allocate
wave lengths for sa.tisfectory program service or choice of
programs to the la^rgest number of listeners. It had to
safeguard the public a.gainst the control of stations by
persons unfit to operate in the public interest. Although
it has no control over the selection or content of programs,
it forbids obscene or profane language. Its findings must
not be arbilrory or capricious. It must not censor programs,
pass judgment on urograms in advance of their being broadcast
or do anything which interferes with the right of free speech.
The American system of broadcasting has produced
the best form of entertainment that can be found in the
world. It is a highly competitive sA^stem and is carried on
by priva-te enterprise. There is but one other system-- the
European. That system is governmental. The psj'-chology
of the invisible audience is established in the United
States on such a basis that giving has no major part in the
scheme of broadcasting. Set-owners have been taught that
when they pay the price of a radio receiver, they have
purchased a ticket for the ethereal theater only,^
Listening in is free. Ho one knows Acho listens;
there is no way to embarrass people who do not contribute.
^Riley, Frank 8c Eetty--"V/hy So LTany Goiimiercials
In a Day"--"Y/hile Soap Sells"--Comraonweal--February 1, 1946--
Pg. 401.
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The "broadcast advertiser should consider that
existing law can effect his advertising message over the
air. Ha-dio advertising is very much under the supervision
of the Federal Tra,de Commission established in 1914 to
urevent unfair "business practices. This commission co-
ttperates closely with the Federal CoroTiiuni captions Commission;
it investigates -sponsored prograjns and commercial announce-
ments; stops or modifies those which operate against the
fair-trade rules.
In liarch 22, 1938, the Wheeler-Lea Bill gave the
Federal Trade Commission the power to bring action against
any "unfair advertisement" of foods, drugs, and cosmetics.
It has the right to "prevent" business concerns from com-
mitting "unfair" acts, A "false" advertisement is defined
as one misleading "net only in axtual statement but by the
omission of materia,! facts". The commission could investigs.
practices that "would indicate the existence of monopoly or
the collusion on prices.
In spite of its a^uthority, the Federal Communica.-
tions Commission has failed through weakness. It has failed
to revoke licenses despite fra.udulent representation, in-
adequate program service in the public interest; it has
failed to adjust the principles of progra-m operation to
cha.nged times or circumstances, or to define the basic
principles of urogram planning.^
^Siepma.nn, Charles H.— "Radio's Second Chance"--
Roston--Little, Bro\7n & Compa.n3'---1946--Pg. 226-230.
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B, Ethics
Advertising has brought business into the open;
its main aim is clearly good-will. The nower of advertising
is so grea.t that it should be held to a higher standa,rd of
honesty than other phases of business that are of less
influence.
Under the existing conditions, advertising is
one of the chief instruments of competition. Because of the
competitive character of most modern advertising, its ethics
is la.rgely a phase of the ethics of competition. It allows
a person to choose the things which strengthen his personal
powers. Advertising ma^^ be used to arouse interest or to
a.ppeal to emotions on which wants are mainly dependent.
Without a.dvertising, competition would be less effective.
To a certain extent the advertiser identifies
himself with goods that he advertises. Cne of the legitimate
functions of the advertiser is to furnish factual basis for
the judgment of a potential buj'er. Some, whose interests are
closely related to advertising in an effort to be more
ethical in their promotional activities have not been the
only influence in encouraging truth in advertising. La.w is
also involved.^
By the competitive S3."stem, vre ha.ve a distribution
of public responsibility. Radio aligned with big business
becomes the adjunct of advertising. The v;ord is fitted to
^See Ch. 6, Pg. 1, supre.
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the product. The commercial radio gives the ouhlic v/hat it
wants; the slickness of phrase deceives the listeners
Yet, there a.re some who believe tha.t ra,dic should
give the public not what it likes, but what it ought to like.
Sponsors would be better if they were net identified
v;ith big business interests. They try to win good-v/ill by
appeals to patriotism and self-sacrifice necessitated by
war. Advertising should, however, be factual, informative,
educational; it should render helpful service and try to
expand markets rather then merely take business from a
competitor. The sponsor should at all times think of the
public as a. whole.
It is, indeed, to the credit of the commercial
ra.dic sponsors that the ^'tmerican listeners can hear the
finest talent and that broadcasting is a free institution,
neither owned nor supported by the government. Radio
program sta.ndards and policies were established and are
continued, not by the goverrmient, but by the broadcaster’s
themselves
,
y-" Good commercis.ls can be ruined b^/ a poor an-
nouncer. Therefore, the idea.l announcer v/ill not only have
a, pleasing voice but a,lso the cuality of tone rdiich denotes
sincerity'-. A good announcer must feel and believe what he
says in his commercial. Ke should be familiar v;ith the
product advertised and the service rendered by its sponsor,
A good announcer gives life to his messa.ge and convinces
94
his listeners that they can find satisfaction in the use of
his product. Any announcer can improve; he can even hecome
good with careful attention to detail.
Some radio announcers are causing disgust airong
listeners through their affected voices and manners. In
normal human relationships such would he ha.rred. At times,
they use pompous lingo, long expressions. For exa.mple,
they might refer to Washington not hy name hut as the
"nation’s capitol". It seems to he a ha.hit of theirs to
make sentences longer. They employ very fre.^uently the word
"definitely" for this purpose. They should rega,rd the
listeners as someone they ha,ve knov.n for a long time; talk
in a conversational manner regarding the product, ?vithout
drama.tics.
The radio public is a variety of group interests,
and it is the business of ra.dio to expose it to nev/ a,nd
wider interests. A broadcast must be knit around an idea;
it should have distinction of purpose and plan designed for
a special product. It is net the number of times a na,me is
mentioned but the individual a.nd simple way in which it is
mentioned. The broadcast aims at a selected audience on
the basis of a special class interest or of universa.1 huma.n
interest. The selling plan should be understandable and
understood. If people like a shovf, the advertiser forces
them to listen to the commercial; otherwise they don’t hear
the show. Without advertising, we know that broadcasting
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Tjould not e?:ist, for it is the only source of revenue. The
clever transition from s^/Vnphony to soap introduced the
listener to the radio s.dvertiser ’ s latest brain child, the
singing commercial.^
Kany advertisers v/ho use the singing ccmrnercia.l
fail to realize that a message properly sung does not need
further interpretation.
Advertisers spend money in the hope tha.t the public
\vill love the Commercial and buy more of their goods to shov/
their gra,titude. They beguile the listeners with "entertain-
ment" and try to make them buy wha.t they may not want or
need. They don’t think for themselves; they Just buy,
because they have listened to a- programi "brought by the
courtesy of--". Is the public stupid to take such an insult
to its intelligence? It is the ability of the v;riters of
commercials that make the listeners buy. Put, how long will
the audience continue to consume products on the ba.sis of
fact mixed with fancy? Such comments as, "Do you V7ant a
treat instes.d of a treatment?" or "Does your cigarette 1aste
different lately?" and others of the same type can* not con-
tinue to convince the people to buy. They s.re overdone.
Cf course, as Hovrard G. Saw^'er, Vice-President of Ja.mes T.
Chirurg Co. of Poston said, "the public is to blarnie for
’offensive advertising’." If it refused to stand for it,
1See Chapter 3
,
Pg.lD*

there v;ouldn’t he any. It supports and asks for it,^ The
nuhlic falls for anything; it does not v/ant to have to think
or act independently
.
However, reta.ilers who ha,ve merchandise high in
want-sa,tisf='ction should not make eixaggerated claims or use
false statements in advertising. For, the confidence of
cu.stcmers, whether of high or low mentality, is an asset.
Retailers should stand hack of their advertising claims.
For example, if listeners are told that their money will he
refunded, if the merchandise does not give full satisf-cticn,
a refund should he made. They should not try to mislead the
nuhlic ourposely hy misrepresentation, misleading imalica-
tions, too "enthusiastic'* vocabulary, pseudo-scientific
claims, raid testimonials, or unfair competition.
For example, for years, truth about toothpastes
has been submerged hy many bright irrelevancies and m.is-
representations sponsored hy dentifrice manufacturers. All
toothpastes are made from three ingredients, soap which
foams; abrasive, which scrapes; and flavor which lea^ves a
good taste in the mouth. All are quite similar except for
flavor and ccior of the container. But advertising devices
m^ake some more in demand than others-- that ’ s the only dif-
ference.
^
--"Are People Suckers? "--ITewsweek- -March 11,
1946--pg. 73-4
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Figure III
Good commercials can "be ruined
"hy a poor announcer.
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CHAPT-^’H VI
IDx'nenditures Advertisers
Advertisers snend mone},- cn radio advertising to
appea.l to the ec.r. Radio offers several situa.ticns that
find no parallel in other media. The advertiser hu’^s
'•potential'* circulation rather than "actual circulation.
Therefore, each 'broadc- sting station fixes its advertising
ra.te on the estimated number of listeners. An examiple of
an unparalleled situation occurs when ten radio progri.ms
are on at the saime hour cn different stations. This means
tha.t only one can he picked up h3* a. single radio home--
the ether nine ^re lost.
Radio is a. class and mass medium. The radio
sta.ticn has class and mass covera.ge. A builder of the
nrogr-m can divide the two types of coverage. If he wants
mass circulation, he plans a. program of wide costly a.ppeal.
If he wants a particular cla.ss (special appeal } , he designs
the program tc a.ppeal to this class cnl37. Radio deserves
credit for common sense and good judgment used in presenting
its case to advertisers. The number of listeners depends
on the relative appeal of his program.
Some advertisers believe in advertising for im-
mediate sales. This includes using premiums, contests, and
coupons. These who uphold this theory think that advertis-
ing for immediate sales is the only kind, and good-will is
crea.ted b3/ the product. As an example, take Palmolive
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10 days skin treatment; Jordan’s Basement, But there is
another school of thought about advertising. The proponents
of this hold that the purpose of advertising is not for im-
mediate sales, but to create prestige, good-will, and
repeated impressions of qua.lity, so that the public will be
kindly disposed toward the product and accept it.
However, the final test of advertising is to be
found in its effect on sales and profits, and on the
economic well-being of the country, Advertisirig is part
of the selling process which includes the creation of desire,
or demand, a>nd the closing of a sales contract resulting in
an actual exchange.
In considering advertising from an economic sts,nd-
point, prices would be much more if all demand creation were
performed by a salesman. B.y mentioning economics, the question
of competition arises. There is rivalry in everything, and
so there is "competit icrcnn the air" I "How big is radio?"
So many people, with sc many different tastes in radio
entertainment are listening tha.t the a,dvertisers today find
more than enough audience to go a.rcund. As the program
remains on the air over a pedcd of time, the "turnover" of
listeners--the transients as well as regulars will multiply
the total circu]r, tion. The air is far from over-crowded;
there is a,n audience for ever2.' pregram of merit, tha.t its
size and consta.ncy depends on you, and tha t its size at the
beginning of the campaign is mors than ample for profitable
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advertising. American broadca.s ters argue that competition
stimulates efforts in shcvv-manship and greatly improves the
urograms. The ITational Association of Eroa.dcast ers sta,te
that "Government ownership and operation could not cope
successfully with the complexity of the United States hroad-
casting problems. The technical and financial requirements
are much greater in the United States than in the United
Kingdom. The American sj^stem of broadcasting has rendered
service to listeners of this country which has been generally
satisfactory.
The motto "Distribution or bustl"^ applies to
commercial radio’. Unless commercials are good, no matter
how good radio distribution is, radio is bustl !3very
moment of commercial time is golden; three minutes’ time of
sales messages in ^ hour is the reason for a progrem. '.Hien
those minutes are used adroitly, the money spent (about $:150
to over |5200 a second) is worth it; then, radio ca.n deliver
an outstanding advertising value. "But when commercia.ls are
inept, an a.dvertiser might just as well rent a tower atop
the Empire State Building and shout his commercials out the
p
windov/s •
"
The distribution in 1942 of the Radio dollar by
unit of time bought for various t^^-pes of local advertisers
^Ucran, Joseph A.--"Hov; Radio Commercials Got as
Good as They Are and How The3r Gan Be Further Improved" --
Printer’s In'k:--April 19, 1946--Pg. 79-60.
^Ibid Pg. 79-80.
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shews the proporticn in percentages of various group ex-
"senditures
Cbe- r° ^ ^ ® >xitD«e>s
^Ss.ndage, Charles H. --"Radio Advertising For
Retailers" --Cam'bridge--Harvard University Press--1945--
Pg. 49.
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The jTatioiial Pro?d.casting Cor.i-pp.n^. ' s prograrfiS
multiplied hy ITational Proadcasting Company’s stations
equals "network most people listen to most".-^ A vital
factor in this equation is America’s leading industrial
and "business orga^nizations
,
who provide the most popular
programs heard on the air as a means of advertising their
products 3,nd services,
H?vdio is used extensively 'by breweries, bakeries,
bottlers of soft drinks, dairies, and small manufacturers
of specialty products, furniture, drugstores, jewelry, shoie
stores, department stores, automotive a,nd filling stations,
family clothing, furriers, financial institutions, "small
loa.ns, banks), laundries and dry cleaners, opticians,
utilities, insurance, and theaters. Reports of Pederal
Communications Commission indicate ths t the radio stations
2
received '53,696,916 from local advertisers in 1942,
Because the networks a.nd stations ha.ve no other source of
income, America’s r^^dio bill is paid by the c.dvertisers.
The networks a.re oowerful a.nd rich; their gross receipts
increased 60 times in less than 20 yea.rs. ’ Grea.ter increase
in their receipts means an enrichment of our radio service.
At the present time over 600 of 940 stations are avfiiliated
with one of four networks. The empha,sis is placed on
^Annua^-l Review- -Rational Broadcasting Comoany--
1945-6.
2Sanda.ge, Cha.rles Ph --"Radio Advertising Bor
Retailers" --Cambridge- -Harvard University* Press- -1945-
-
Pg. 30.
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receiving service. St?tisticpl date revealed that the sale
of time in 1927 was less than 4^,090, COO. In 194C it was
9507,000,000.^
On Decemher 51, 1943, the tangible property of
netwerks and stations was ^‘Cl-, 140 , 12£ . Cur propert^r was
the purchase of receiving sets amiounting to ^2,078,000,000.^
The public has invested in radio a sum exceeding that of
the industry’s investment by 26 to 1. The advertisers’
total expenditure in 1944 was
.f396 , 946 , 991 ; we spend more
tha.n our original outlay on sets. According to Radio and
Television Retailing (January, 1945), the listeners’ ex-
penditures on electricitj/, ba.tteries, repairs, a.nd deprecia-
tion charges on receiving sets totalled some 1^632,000,000.
Calcula.tions showed that under the assumption that 55,000,000
receiving sets were in use, our expenditure each da.y was 3.1
cents, while the advertiser spent a.bcut 2.0 cents. Although
the radio gets 108. SC' per year return on the original cost,
the listener has no right to be concerned with a. sta.tion
owner’s profits. Cut profit is intangible--satisfaction
together with what vie hes.r, and full mea.sure of public
service to all different interests are comprised by the
listening public. The profits of the radio industry a,re
reckoned in ha.rd ca.sh. In 1944, the networks and stations
^Siepmann, Charles--”Radio’ s Second Chance"--
Eoston--Iittle
,
Brown o'- Company- -1946- -Pg, 50,
p
Radio 8c Television Retailing--January
,
1945--
Pg. 21

earned a. net inccme, sulDiect to t?x, of about ^|:90,00C,00C.^
"In the beginning, ownership of a radio station
v;ps considered to be a nublic philanthropy . An advertiser
was permitted to sponsor a program with bare mention of his
name. All was formality; individuality was ruled by
restraint. This kind of radio v;a,s strictly high hat--
certainly not American and was not destined to last,"
Y/ithin a few 3/ears, ma.ny station operators, v/ho had personal
preference for poetry and opera, learned sound lessons in
selling and merchandising under the tutelage of America’s
good, hardheaded businessmen. American radio is a product
cf American business. In 1935, radio a,nd its advertisers
2began to get together." Radio is "show business" and
"commercial selling" ; it penetrates deeper into the masses
than any other advertising medium. The commercial side
must sell the sponsor’s product to the audience attracted
"by the people in the show side. However, commercial radio
programs must not be written over the he?ds cf the audience ,
A straight commercial selling message presented by an an-
nouncer must be interesting, persuasive, and clear; com-
mercials in dialogue, betv/een announcer and one or more
actors or it may be led into bjr the announcer and completed
by the actors; then, sound effects, and voices with catch
^Siepmann, Charles H, --"Radio’s Second Chance" --
Bcstcn--Little, Ercwn 8c Co. --1946--Pg . 160.
o
.Siepmann, Charles H. --Rational Association of
Rroadcasters--J. Harold R3'-an--i:ay 16, 1945,
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phrases are devices used for commercials to make a point,
A check-up of leading advertisers of 1945 and
their expenditures revealed that 655 leaders spent
:?188,392,957 while 601 leaders of 1944 spent .1;:ia6,647, 304.^
In spite of these expenditures, the Northeast frowns on the
radio advertisements, as xvas found in a survey which showed
that a total of 44^ v/ere against radio advertising as wa.s
p
registered in Hew Engla.nd and Hiddle Atlantic States, The
opposition came from radio owners in more privileged
educational, economic, and occupationa.1 strata.
The President of American Toha.cco Company said
that 100^ is the total ra.dio value; 90^ is a,llctted to the
commercials (what is sa.id for the product), and 10^ is
proportioned to the shovr, Ke does not have the right to
spend other’s money just to entertain the puhlic,^
The largest radio client is Procter and Gamble
who has the "polic^^ never to offend a single listener",^
According to Proadcasting llagazine, Procter and Gamble
spent $22,000,000 on radio time and talent in 1944, The
compan3'' contributes that to the prevailing philosophy that
dictates what v/e hear on the air,
^ --"Radio Pares Well in Hev7 Public Reaction
Survey” --Printer’ s Ink--Harch 22, 1946--Pg. 119,
^Ibid Pg, 119,
^Siepmann, Charles H,--Hew York Times--April 22,
1945,
"^Ibid,
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A customer gets what he pays for, hut advertisements
will nop out free at fixed intervals. Concensus of advertis-
ing men seemed to he that plugs should he short- -mere slogans.
The Y/ooten-Trotter gadget v;a.s devised to regulate the
sequence in which the commercia.ls come on. An advertiser
might wish his message piaj’-ed after each regular record, or
after 3, 4, or 10 other records. A new attachment which
will fit any juke hex of modern electrical selector type
can he hooked on a regular counter in the hox. This provides
a, means for the advertiser to count the nuinher of times
his message has been played. Since the juke hox count of
song preferences influences weekly selections of "top
ttnes" for radio, the inventors see one possibility that
might frighten hroa^dcasters . If a big advertiser wishes
to have a peppy song written for his product, he could ha,ve
it recorded and placed all over the country as a juke-box
advertisement. Thousands v/ould hear it free; if the song
had punch, the juke hex playing of the record would almost
force it on the radio, giving the advertiser millions of
dollars of free advertising.^ This policy creates a
marketing problem, because the investors would like seme
national agency to take over the whole and pay them a
royaltj/.
The dis j cintedness of the juke hox business,
^
--"Ads I’or The Jukes"--Business h'eek--
Cctoher 27, 1Q45--Pg. 62
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which is run on an operator-ey.hihitor percentage basis,
crea.tes a problem. 500,000 boxes in the United Sta.tes take
in about C'250,000,000 to $300,000,000 a year,^ ]Uach com-
mercial advertisement goes on an individual record wriich
replaces one of the regular records in the juke-box. The
a.dvertisement c--n be of any length up to the capacity of
the records. Since the capacity of the juke boxes is up
to 24, and since there are one or two "dodo" records in
ever^T- box (ones never played), the operators say one or two
commercial records wouldn’t interfere with their business.
The operators feel th?.t their weekly take for running ad-
vertising records should run from $1 up, 'depending on the
2
location.
The reasons for cancellations of advertising by
some advertisers are two-fold. First, practically all the
giants- -Geners-l Electric, ¥estinglicuse
,
General Motors,
etc, --are short of products and wa.nt to cut corners on
expenses in order to keep their earnings from sagging too
far. The second category of cancellations was represented
solely by Lever Brothers, Cne guess was that Claries Luck-
ma.n, Lever Brothers’ new president, was getting ready for
bigger printed media. Another speculation was tha.t Lever
was saving dollars to send to a.n English Compa.ny, inasmuch
^
--"Ads Bor The Jukes" --Business Week--
Cctober 27, l'^45--Pg. 82.
2
Ibid Pg. 82.

as England was woefully short of American exchange.^
Moreover, the resale of a large portion of can-
celled hours gives lie to. the rumors of disastrous cuthacks--
however, the trend to cheaper talent is seen.
To "begin with, the pu"blic ov;ns the airwaves--it
definitely pays for its entertainment, kike other advertis-
ing costs, it is reflected in the price which the consumers
pay for advertised goods a,nd services.
Wh.at the radio pu"blic gets for its money: Pu"blic
spends $632,000,000 a year on radio--$297, 000, 000 for radio
sets; $200,000,000 for electricity; $135,000,000 for repairs.
The a.dvertisers spend $397,000,000 on "broadcasting-
300,000,000 for "broadcasting and programming; $97,000,000
is profit for the "broadcasters. So for every dollar the pub
3lie spends it gets fifty cents v/orth of servocei
--"Radio Advertising Snaps Back"--Business
\7eek--june 15, 1946--Pg. 66
2
Spingarn, Jerome --"Radio Is Yours"--
--Cctober 7, 1046--Fg, 5.
•’^Ibid ?g. 5
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QUIET, THANKS
RAPto SrATlofsl SetuS 11 Hours op
S»L,ef^Tb A MATfReSS CoMPamV.
VT WIL-C 9«M 6ff AT 9 HM, Nl6HTi,y
WITH
Su-CMC^ U^iT^u SpofOSoRED
B'r»<€ HAkcRS 6FStctpHAve^A
MattrcsS^S .
By Dahl
rrSHcou? uJiMTHe H'firteSr
Hooped? RATusU?. cx^i RecoRc>.
HuKic>RcpS of ?copLe ?Auu ASi-eep
eueRY (s»«iKT L€A'^iKiG ik€ 6eD S\pe
RAPlO TURMeO oi.
THe»R Stt,eP IS FitFol ev/6M
MOST LUXURiooS MATtRCSS
.
TKC MAFrRess CoHfAwY fecT rrHAD
To IX> 5oMeTHI(46 about THfS So IT
ASKfcO vt5 eMpLcKeeSTb I«3P'meiR
IP€AS iNTb ASo(S<S6SnoM Box
.
RMe eMPL^cE Suts^TCD-me «awo
ANNOUMCeP CoJMTSHgePAU, MKSHT
aktfcr eMptoWee
. A l-adV ii^TFe
TjFTi(si(i t>ePARJMcfviT SocceSrep
ATeu&v/iSiom program.
AvJorHGR eMptd^tE So«SGeSr&D
H(RiM<STb&CANiMNI A?ADiSC3bcK^.
H 1$ SJ6<JtST(oM Was Cot^apEReD.
. 0» o oO
pw
But AMSTheR EMpLoXee Su6<ieSTEO
TRc MATTReSS ^v»KeRS GweTFeiR,
rapid LiSTeMeRS II HouRS op
f^^SiLeHCE. HtS SoSGeST.oj^
\HA9 AXfeprep amp —
"T5<€ ANwoCKiccR. CouLpVawm AU,
MI6HT^ 5Hg SAiP.ThiS Wooup MAKE
cveRVotue ELSE SteGPV.
/^hgR EMpLoYec- So6G.eSTEp-(Fe
Company R>,i9g WASeS . HfS
Sui£<pesnofsi Was CoHSioeRep BRietlY.
figure IV
He i»4AS c^iVEM'iFe Mc&r CoUETep
iM A mattress factors/^ That
OF OFFlClAL.TeSrGf^
. I* TTTW
Becp.use the networks and stations have
no other source of income, America’s radio
hill is paid hy the advertisers.
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CH/.PTER VII
Advantages and Disadvantages of Radio Advertising
A straight line is the shortest distance betv:een
tvro points. Radio provides the shortest path between the
advertiser and the consumer. Radio advertising goes into the
home—right to the family—it gives straight line selling to
all who Influence sales, young, old, and in-betvi/een.
As an advertising medium, radio was born with great
advantages. It gives its sponsor the opportunity of preparing
his campaign in advance, yet remaining flexible enough for
last minute changes. He can select the market that he v/ishes
to reach. He prepares a program that is best suited to ap-
peal to his prospects. He can v.u*ite and rev.Tite, polish and
rehearse his advertising message until it is perfect. Radio
goes out to sell only ’'by invitation". The advertiser by
this means delivers his message directly and persuasively.
Radio has already influenced the thoughts and habits of
America, thus imposing grave responsibilities on broadcasters
and advertisers.
It is true that facts are better understood and
more interesting Vvhen heard over the radio than when read in
a newspaper. Material is recalled better when heard over the
radio. The human voice makes a message more personal; it has
a greater povver of suggestion than material read on the
printed page. Radio advertising is word-of-mouth advertising
nn a large scale.
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Advertising educates consumers and makes them more
discriminating: it fits production to the different strata
of demand; it creates nev/ wants and adds to general satis-
faction. Since it makes people want more, it makes them try
to earn more; it raises their standards of living. Thus, it
makes for economic progress.
Mass production would never have been possible if
not for the mass distribution provided by advertising, for
advertising has made our people conscious of the increasing
wants. However, its very effectiveness at times provides
the greatest temptation to misuse it. Some people welcome
advertising in nev/spapers but are bothered by that of radio.
According to a report of the New York Newspaper Advertising
Managers^ Association, 13.6^ of New York women and 19.4^
of men prefer ne?/s without advertising; 69.6'^ of women and
65^ of men would prefer radio programs without it. Listen-
ing to radio programs sponsored by New York retailers ranged
from none to of' the homes with radios. The median cost
per 1000 circulation for radio programs is $4-57 (for time
only); for nevjspaper retail ads, $1.16.^ Yet, a geographical
breakdown! showed that the largest minority against radio ad-
vertising, a total of 44^5 registered in New England and
middle Atlantic states. Eight out of ten people in the United
States think that radio is doing an excellent or at least a
^ —
^'Media Slug It Out’’—Business Week—June
3, 1944—Pg. 34.
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good job.^ Pur therracre , we can not exnect radio to nerform
miracles overnight; it must he given sufficient time.
It is said that radio tries to force the whole
v;orld to consider a single message in the same terms, and
lacks the flexibility of the Sunday newspaper in which each
member of the family selects the features which interest him.
It also lacks the durability of the reference book type of
magazine like "Good Housekeeping" or "Reader's Digest", All
2
have to hear the same message at the sa,me time,
¥e must remember, however, that the press and radio
a,re rivals. But tastes, attitudes, foreign relations,
emotions, and intellectual outlook are a,ll under radio's in-
fluence, It is ra-dio advertising that provides ideal il-
lustra,tions for logic, spotting the difference between
'Z,
straight and crooked thinking and verba.l expression,
Important thoughts ma^'’ be repea-ted in different v^ords.
Advertising has established markets, where none
existed before, for coffee, candy, cigarettes, shaving prepara-
tions, cosmetics, dentifrices, frozen foods, v/ashing compounds
,
paper towels, napkins, floor wax, etc,--for articles that are
commonplace in the low-income as well as in the high-income
^ --"Radio Pares ViTell in Hew Public Reaction
Surve3r" --Printers' Ink--Harch 22, 1946--Pg, 119,
^Goode, Kenneth K, Powel, K. ¥, J,
,
Jr, --"What
About Advertising"--Hew York 8z London--Harper--1927--Pg. 17-18.
^
--"lledia Slug It Cut" --Business Week--June
3, 1944--Pg. 84
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households. Without radio advertising hor many people T;^ould
be eating prepared cereals? How many would have learned to
use a mouth-wash? Or even to lubricate their cars properly?
Radio has demonstrated its ability to give a large number of
advertisers more sales per dollar of advertising expenditure.
Some may argue that radio as an advertising medium
is unable to picture merchandise. This is, not, however, a
serious disadvantage; for listeners other than for fashion
merchandise are aware of the staple merchandise advertised
and can visualize it. Although the advertiser has only a
short time in which to express his message, he gets across
his important points. He does not want to risk the listener’s
impatience. Another disadvantage which might arise is the
perishability of radio advertising in that listeners may not
listen at the particular time, causing the sponsor to miss
his only chance of delivering his selling point for that time.
Although it is also true that a spoken advertisement can not
be referred back to, the spoken yuoto. actually makes a greater
impression on the people.
Some might say that the high cost of time and talent
discourages them from using radio advertising. But, it has
been shown that they can overcome this by using brief ’’spot”
announcements
.
^
Besides, it is the opinion of some that there is
much wesbe circulation in radio. But, it must be noted that
^See Chapter 3— supra. Pg. 7,
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the type of audience reached depends upon the type of program
sponsored and the time at which it is broadcast. They have
also stated that radio instead of being a great medium of up-
lift and education is the principal medium for debasing huiTian
intelligence and for retarding its development; and have
classified radio stations with pool halls and such. Yet, it
is one of the most convenient and cheapest means of advertise-
1
ment and entertainment.
Radio advertising has real hunia.n appeal because of the
expressiveness of the human voice. Messages can, therefore,
be warm and friendly as face-to-face conversations. Such ad-
vertising forms a personal bond bety^een the sponsor and his
audience.
Since radio offers so many different types of
programs, the advertiser may choose such as are of interest
to every member of the family as v/ell as proper for .his
merchandise and services. Because of its human appeal and
variety of entertaining and informative programs, radio has
built up a large following among people in all income levels.
In this way, radio affords the advertiser the opportunity to
talk to the people in their homes when they are in a
receptive frame of mind.
The listeners, on the other hand, need not place
much effort and concentration to understand the radio programs.
^ — ’’Is The Public Stupid?^’—Catholic Ladies
Journal—Fact Digest—December, 194-1—Pg* 12-15.
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They must give some attention to the advertising as well as to
the entertainment. The programs are presented with regularity
and frequency that are necessary to build up an audience of
habitual listeners. The flexibility of radio makes it a
versatile medium in times when business conditions are rapidly
changing.
Every story has two sides; radio, has both advantages
and disadvantages. In evaluating the above material, it can
be seen that the advantages outnumber by far the disadvantages.
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figure V
The listeners need not nlaxe much
effort and concentration to under-
stand the radio orogrcons.

CHAPTER VIII
If Listeners Could Talk Back
Listeners can talk back; but do they? Let us
assume the role of those \iho do not approve of the present
radio set-up.
The favorite target, among those who do not care
to listen to radio, is directed at soap operas; soap advertis-
ing gets by far the greatest amount of abuse, and some of the
least justified because the "washboard weepers" give listeners
two constant and frequently simultaneous choices--participa-
tion or escape—both of these work.
Criticism centers around the fact that there is too
much advertising on the air. Since America.n broadcasting is
entirely supported by advertising, it might be natural to
expect that advertising messages would occupy a large pro-
portion of radio program time. However the reverse of this
is true.^
Maybe, the radio listeners do not realize that they
can’t take radio in a catch-as-you-can fashion. Radio enter-
tainm.ent should be chosen in a similar manner to reading,
movies or food—one scans the menu, then orders. However by
haphazard button-pushing one might get a lot of tripe—but
the same result would be true if a listener read every con-
temporary author and averaged a movie a day.
\'ylie. Max—"Washboard V/eepers"—Harper’s Magazine-
November, 1942—Pages 633-633,
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f’Lady Esther palavei” might not bring joy to
listeners, but there are many persons v:ho would do well to
send for her ^’special offer”. Lever Brothers^ ”Beee-Oh” may
be offensive to Plug Shrinkers—hov;ever, it*s the exposure
to the affliction, not the copy that plagues me. A habitual
”El”-rider can attest to the need for E. 0. ’’Gospel.” Go
get ’em Lifebuoyl Jergen’s Lotion may irk some, but for
thirteen of their fifteen minutes of Winchell—I’ll listen
and love it.”^
People do not find entertainment in the obituaries
in the papers, but do not complain because they continue to
print them. If the selling spot pains or provokes the
listener, he can always go outside where the air is pure and
clean. The listener does not have to be bored or irritated
—
I wonder why the Plug Shrinkers don’t end their grief by
flipping a switch. Incidentally, Plug Shrinkers seem to
forget that if commercials are ’’bad taste, hokum, repulsive,
or poor sales policy”, so far as they are concerned,
listeners won’t be listening long, and the commercial pace
and patter will be bound to change.
The indictment of present-day radio includes five
principal counts:
1. Singing commercials which are characterized
as ’’idiotic noises” (Ex: Chiquita Banana, Rinso V'hite, B. G .).
,
—
’’After Hours”—Printers’ Inli—December 25,
1942—Pg. 61T
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2. Breaks in the middle of a program—a well-nigh
universal complaint.
3 . Repetition of particular phrases, letters, and
slogans to the point of monotony (L. S. M. F. T.)
.
4. Advertising of excessive length—verbose ad-
vertising which flov7S on like Tennyson^ s brook. ("Yelling
announcers should be out.")
5 . Advertising pertaining to bodily ailments
—
laxative plugs; chill tonics; alimentary ailments; B. 0.;
pd:ent medicines. As surveyed by Cantril and Allport in their
"Psychology of Radio", advertising is not desired by the
listening audience. "What the listener really wants is enter-
tainment and instruction unmixed with propaganda of special
interests .
"
If the audience prefers Bob Hope, Fibber McGee and
Molly, should it not pay the ^boresome’ advertising price of
admission?
A study of ratings of effectiveness of radio ad-
vertising suggests that "some of the most obnoxious performers,
such as Gabriel Heater, who blend their commercial announce-
ments into their nev«rs, are also among the most effective."^
However, the patient American public does not seem
to realize that it ovms the airwaves, and the broadcaster and
all of the other powerful but small groups who benefit are
%arne, C. E.—"Radio Advertising--A National Head-
ache"—Current History—April, 1946—Pg. 308-314*
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glad that the Duhlic lacks this realization.
As a rule the Comnercial sponsor is assigned the hest
entertainment and given the hest available time. There is not
much use of good music because ea,ch selection takes too long
and does not allow enough time for commercials. The contrast
between great music or drama and the grotesqueness of most
nlugs is too strong. The disproportion would arouse protest
and backtalk from the listeners--this is the last thing the
broadcasters wa,nt to hear. There is no direct or ea-sy solution
to the excessive commercia.liza.tion in radio--for the American
people seem to reject the idea of government operation of
radio, as in Great Britain. They have 3, ca^nny fea.r of radio
being used as an instrument of propaganda by a powerful few,
Concentra.tion of radio operations in the hands of the Federal
Government would be a threat to free speech.
If ra.dio is to be improved, it looks as if the
initia.tive will ha.ve to ccme from the ordinary listener. The
eighty-nine percent of the America.n families y/Iio own radios
might improve their programs in severa.l ways:"^
1. Eo;’'cott of objectionable a.dvertisers
2. Ilunicipal Radio--no comm.ercials
3. Appeals to Congress
4. Appeals to the Federal Comrrxunicati cns Coratnission.
Sma.ll powerful pressure groups state that we a,re not
^Rile^r, Frank & Bett;/--"Virh3^ So I'.any Commercials in a
l>ay"--"''.Vhile Soap Sells" --Commcnv.'eal--Februar'''' 1, l'^46--Pg,
401-4C3.
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getting our moneys s v/orth from the Federal Communications*
Commission. The Commission could help matters by defining
commercial and sustaining programs and by requiring that the
licensees adhere to their application promises.
Many listeners claim that the main trouble lies in
the fact that the sponsor, through his advertising agency, plans
most of the big programs. Frederic Wakeman declared: **Since
advertising* s chief interest is in products, it should not be
permitted to control program material of the radio, whose
chief interest must be not in the customers but in the
1
listeners .
"
Some sponsors have found. it profitable to encourage
the kidding of itself and radio advertising as a v/hole. This
is illustrated by the relentless and brilliant ribbing of
radio by Henry Morgan, and veteran satire of Fred Allen—whose
act ranked sixth in the issue of March of 1947 according to
2
the Hooper rating.
Since the United States is almost the only great
nation on earth which permits the homes of its citizens to
be invaded by vulgar and often false claims of private
individuals and corporations seeking to make money, it is
perhaps time for the whole situation of radio in our culture
to be reconsidered.
^
— **Revolt vs. Radio**—Fortune~-March, 1947
—
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Whxile there are a feT7 radio advertisers who appeal
to people of taste and discrimination, at least seventy-five
percent of all commercially used time on the air is admittedl
intended for people with ten-or-t^velve-year-old minds.
^
However, no independent agency has ever tried to find out-
77hether the official theory of the industry that the American
people just love advertising, and can*t get enough of it is
true. The basic deficiencies of the American network broad-
casting have their origin in the fact that they have been
operated primarily in the service of the advertisers rather
than in the interest of the public. Some believe that the
American radio public is in a diseased state
—
people like to
gaze on green grass and green trees without being forced to
meditate on medicinal functions.
When veterans returned from overseas, v/here they
had listened occasionally to sedate programs of the British
Broadcasting Corporation and almost uninterrupted jazz of
the American army network, neither or which is punctuated by
^^commercials”; then, they listened to home radio \?ith some-
?;hat fresh ears, and their ea.rs were horrified. They
gathered that we were a nation of sufferers from, add stomach,
clnronic headaches, and general physical incompetence. The
only way to escape constant oleaginous chatter on these
topics was to turn off the radio altogether. Then, they
^ —"Radio Revisited”—New Renublic—February
26
,
1945—Pages 296-296 .
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heard a stirring news broadcast slide into a disease mood
with a slogan which appeared to be ’^Work, fight, give, make
democracy live, do you feel tired when the alarm clock goes
off, you need ..." and the name of the remedy which seemed
to be destined to make democracy work and fight and jump up
eagerly at the sound of the alarm clock Y/as spelled out again
and again. Quite literally—thiswas sickening. If the
United States of America has not in fact become a nation of
neurotic, chronically hypochondriac pill-chasers, it certainly
isn’t the fault of the radio. Some feel that Radio is doing
its utmost to make us such. After all, commercial radio is
still young; only twenty-three years ago a shrewd Republican
businessman, then in the United States Cabinet, said: ”It
is inconceivable that we should allow so great a possibility
for service, for news, for entertainment, for education and
for vital communication purposes to be drovned in advertising
chatter.” In 1924 he remarked: ”I believe that the quickest
way to kill broadcasting would be to use it for direct ad-
vertising.” In 1924 ? this same gentleman stated that
advertising in the intrusive sense will dull the Interest of
the listener and will thus defeat the industry. It can bring
disaster to the very purpose of advertising if it creates
resentment to advertisers. Even after he made those sub-
versive remarks, Herbert Hoover was elected President.
However, he didn’t continue that line of thought after he
became a candidate for public office, but he may still be
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thinking along the same lines—a good many million Americans
are doing so. And if more of the listeners v:ho are dissatisfied
stood up and shouted what they feel as they hear, night after
night, the shoddiness of everyday radio commercials, the
industry would listen. It would be worried; then, the high-
ways of the air might be made pleasanter traveling.
Figure VI
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fafMn « trying day for me, too—something dreadful
haPPtwIng on_ey^ on«.of my favorite programs
Figure VII
"WashlDcard weeT>ers" give listeners
tv;o constant and frequentl^^ simultaneous
choices--n^rticipation or escane--"both
of these v/ork.
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.
.
The ChrUtias Science Monitor
^
“Nice commercial—where do we aticlc in the protram?^
Figure VIII
Criticism centers around the
r fact th?t there is too much
' advertising on the air.
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CT-^APT-^R IX
It Pa' S To Advertise
- - ^ III
I
The most satisfying ansv'er to the slogan "It pays
to Advertise" is the definite response exoerienced hy ad-
vertisers. In discussing radio as an advertising raediura,
it is essential to know hov/ hig radio rea.lly is. "There
are more than 60C commercial radio stations in the United
States, licensed and in operation."^ Over 275 of these are
2
affiliated with coast-to-coast networks. I’Text in order of
importance to the a.dvertiser is who listens, a.nd how does he
know. To determine this an a.nalysis is taken of listening
hahits hy income levels, hy time zones, and hy city size.
C. E. Hooper, Incorporated (conducts concidental surveys hy
telephone while the program is on the air) determines the
number of listeners, and the number of those who can identify
the sponsor. Croslej^' suTYeys include a checkup of a
representative sample of listeners in different areas to
find what programs are most popular--the results are given
on a percenta.ge basis.
"Best radio program is the one that sells the
most goods, not necessarily the one that holds the highest
3Hooper or Crosleir rating." ^Vhen radio advertising is under
^Boice, H. K. --"Radio"--Vice Pres, in charge of
Sales--Hew York--Columhia Broadcasting System--April
,
1938--
Pg. 6.
^Ihid Pg. 6.
^Siepmann, Charles A. --"Radio’s Second Chance"--
Poston--Little, Brown F' Compa.n3^--1946--Pg. 188.
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consideration, a standard sponsored program of 15, 30, or
60 minutes is understood—these programs are the very life
of radio for they give entertainment, nev;s, and information
in return for cooperation in listening to a short advertis-
ing message. Hov/ever, no program can last that does not sell
goods
The advertisers who want onl}^ mass circulation
supply the dollars without which we could not have free radio.
Advertisers buy freedom for listeners at the same time they
buy time and talent.
According to magazine ’’Broadcasting” it was reported
that the four major United States radio networks got 60^ of
their 1945 time sales revenue ($190,749,628) from the
maanufacturers of drugs, toilet goods, soaps, and foods.
^
The network listed these as the five biggest spenders
Procter and Ge.mble (soaps, shortening, etc.)
$14,927,108 for such buckets of suds as Road of Life, Right
to Happiness, Life Can Be Beautiful, and Ma Perkins.
Sterling Drug and Sterling Products (aspirin,
toothpowder, etc.) $8,252,208 for American Album of Familiar
Music, Stella Dallas, Second Husband, Backstage Wife, Young
Widder Brown, etc.
General Foods (cereals, coffee, etc.) $3,003,303
^ — ’’Who Buys the Air”—Time—Februarv 25,
1946—?g. 68.
^Ibid Pg. 68.
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for Kate Smith, Burns & Allen, The Aldrich Family, Faniiy Brice,
etc
.
Lever Brothers (soap, tea, toothpaste, etc.)
$7,274,603 for Bob Hope, Inner Sanctum, Luo; Radio Theater,
etc.
General Mills (cereals, flour, soups) $6,415,278
for Betty Crocker, Woman in White, Lone Ranger, and Light of
the World.
Not only has the support by other media made broad-
cast advertising so successful, but also four other reasons
have attributed to its continued prosperity.^
1. Cash in consumer’s pocket has provided the
best market ever for radio advertised products.
2. Treasury Departments tax ruling vfnich allo’iTed
deductions for "normal” advertising expenses had permitted
war producers to continue appropriating substantial sums to
keep brand names alive for postwar period.
3. The paper shortage with its consequent brake
on space advertising in many publications brought new
customers to radio, notably department stores and motion
picture theaters.
4. Operation in the seller’s market, the networks,
as well as many individual stations, made increases in their
effective rates.
~ — ’’Radio Record; Networks’ 26^ Gain Carries
Industry to Another New High”—Business Week—Januarv 20,
1945.
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The results of radio advertising have "been
favorr.hle. Although some of the advertisers \vho tried radio
from 1925-30 stopped using it after a few months, others
tried it for six months or more. These continued year after
^^ear with increased appropriations and the results were ex-
cellent. "Ipana was on the air from 1925-30--then v/ent off
the a,ir for a, few years, hut resumed its program after. ^ In
1929 Pepscdent went on the air with Amos ’h'’ Andy. This
nrcved successful so in 1931, Pepsodent Antiseptic was intro-
duced over the radio as a brief part of the sponsor’s selling
task; a bottle v/as offered for 2 labels from a large size of
Pepscdent tooth naste, for v/hich a consumer would pay *1 s-t
list nrice. Here than a million requests came in during the
2
first two months. Such evidence has proved to advertisers
that radio has the ability to carry a sales message so
convincingly that. it will sell goods.
An a,dvertiser can use radio advertising for three
specific purposes;^
1. To help to inform customers, and build good-
will and future sa.les,
2. To increase sales because it imposes remem-
brance, induces acceptance and oromotes demand for a product.
^Agnew Djrgert- -'"Advertising IIedia"--lTew York (?-
london--i:cCJraw-Hill Pook Co., Inc . --1938--Pg. 303.
^Ibid Pg. 303.
--"Three Specific PurT)oses"--Printers’ Ink--
Yovember 22, 1"46--Pg. 17.
3

3. To help salesmen—it makes them more productive
because it shoulders part of their educational informative
job.
To a sober business, v/orld’s highest Miller has
brought some of the lustiest advertising of the day. The
combination is both logical and profitable. In 1924 Betty
I
Crocker—creation and property of General Mills—went on the
radio, v/ith a recipe program over V/CCO, Minneapolis. In
1926
,
N. B. C. YIS.S organized and Betty became its third
continuous commercial client. Radio made Betty Crocker—ac-
cording to the company's survey, 91^ of the housev/ives of the
United States know of her, and 56% correctly identify her
with General Mills. Other programs which market General
liills products are Valiant Lady for Softasilk, cake flour;
tiiree soap operas—Today’s Children, Woman in Y/hite, and
Guiding Light; also. Light of the World—a continued Bible
story which is thoroughly approved by all,^ Advertising
relieves the deadly uniformity of overly competitive
products. HoY^ever, General Mills feels it has some ad-
vantages in other types of manufacturing. It has the
ubiquitous Betty Crocker; v/ho, no doubt, can be counted upon
to endorse her corporations products. General Mills is
spending nearly one million dollars a year on institutional
advertising with the name General Mills featured over the
^
—General Mills of Minneapolis—Fortune
—
April 4 , 1945--Pg. 116-121.
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radio. ^ At present. General Mills spends the major portion
of its advertising dollar in Radio. For the current year the
figure is 64^ for radio time and talent, and 36^ for printed
media.
^
Not only has radio done an excelling job for
General Mills, but also for many other advertisers, among
them retail stores. One of the outstanding cases of radio
in the sale of men^s shirts is that of William Filene Sons
Co. in Y/orcester, Massachusetts. In 1940 i't devoted a
15 minute program to the dramatization of broaddoth shirts.
The commercial used in the program told the listeners that
Filene^s Men^s Shop presents just 2,400 regular $3.50 shirt
aristocrats at $2.29 each. The store manager stated that
this radio promotion sold over 2,000 shirts in a fev/ days.
Sales, in units, were 40^ greater than sales of the previous
year when the price was $1.99. This increase was particular-
ly significant as Filene^s store in Boston, Mass., promoted
the same shirt at the same price and at the same time, but
used no radio advertising. Boston sales were 30^ lower than
the sales of the previous year. The drop in sales in Boston
v;as attributed to an increase of the retail price above
$2.00, which for years had been considered the maximum price
1
—^General Mills of Minnesota”—Fortune
—
April 4 , 1945 .
2
—’’General Mills Promotion is Complete
Symphony”—Advertising Age—November 3, 1947—Pg. 52.
t
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fcr any YOlujiie selling.^
Another exBjnple of radio’s selling never and
achievement is evidenced hy advertiser’s expenditures. /;hile
in 1937 the nation’s broadcasters spent eighty cents of each
dollar earned in serving the public and retained only tventy
9
cents as nrofit,*" b;^ 1944 the nercentege retained as profit
had increa.sed to thirty- three cents. Ty 1044 the industr3 ''
vas making an annual return of 1C8.8 per cent on the original
cost of its tangible broadcast property a,nd of 222.6 per
3
cent on depreciated costs.
After considering various factors that enter into
the picture of selling b^?- radio advertising, it is safe to
ia.fe that radio has demons trs.ted- its ability to sell
specific merchandise or services for most kinds of business
firms, iiaturallv^, some products have sold better than others
as a result of radio promotion and, therefore, some
individual merchants have secured better results than
others
.
^Sandage, Charles H, --“Radio Advertising for Re-
tailers''--Cambridge--Harva.rd University/- Press--1945--Pg.
66 •
pPree, I.. --'*Yi/hat C'^n Re Done To Improve Radio"--
Y. Times Ha.gazine- -August 25, 1946- -Pg. 9.
^Ibid Pg. 9.
J •
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Leading: Radio Advertisers in 19A6^
Ten Top Companies Spending More Than
$100,000 on NBC, ABC. CBS and MBS Network
1Q/.6 19A5 19AA 1943
Procter & Gamble Co. $17,319,744 $14,927,108 $13,093,076 $10,325,222
Sterling Drug, Inc. 9,455,334 8,252,208 8,399,916 7
,
666,626
General Foods Corp. 7,713,191 8
,
003,303 9,519,882 3,507,765
General Mills, Inc. 6,801,830 6
,
415,278 5
,
746,107 5
,
410,040
American Home Products
Inc
.
6,6 87,850 5 , 150,121 4,736,786 4,689,015
Miles Laboratories,
Inc. 5,337,303 5
,
130,691 5
,
042,099 3,806,722
Lever Bros. Co. 5,789,439 7,274,603 6,933,299 —
Colgate-Palmolive-
Peet Co. 4,564,309 4,324,767 3,370,285 2
,435,467
Kellogg Co. 2,791,967 2,614,911 3,259,859 2,293,384
Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. 2
,
734,140 3,450,163 4,131,602 4,021,620
—’’Leading Radio Advertisers in 1946”—
Advertising Age—November 17, 194V—Pages 84-35.
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CHAPTER X
Future of Redio Advert isiir In The United States
Radio provides a vast source of delight and enter-
tainment for the herren lives of the millions. It is a small
vonder th?t the millions do not complain, and that 'the unha.p-
piness and sensitiveness from over- coimrercial ism and other
chj ectionahle features is confined to the' top layer.
This tcp layer, however, may in time make itself
felt. If it does, its pretest will he leveled a,gainst the
overly frank commercials of certain proprietary articles;
against the over-insistent and repetitive pounding of trade
names; against the sugar-coating of dramatized commercials
and a^ll others which promise remedies or j;ransi ermations
which cannot he delivered.
The nrohlem now is "What shall we do with Radio,
and how can we improve Radio?" To begin with, we must
determine where the counter-balance for radio’s er.cessive
commercialism can he found. ^ Some good can he accomplished
by listeners themselves if they organize to make their
pressure felt. However, this is the only possible immediately
effective method of count er-ha.lancing excessive commercialism,
in a radio industry which is privately owned an.d opera.ted, is
through a governmental agency acting as a guardian of public
interest-- the Federa.l Communications Commission.
^Free, I.--"Vi/hat Can He Pone To Improve Ra.dio?"--
H. Y. Tim.es lla.gazine- -August 25, 1946--Pg. 9.
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The commanding position which advertisers have as-
sumed in dictating the contents of a day’s radio programs,
especially during the good listening hours, is the insidious
radio bug.
Although conscious of the source of its profits,
voluntary self-regulation by industry, because of the bonanza
days of radio advertising, may be drawing to a close.
An increasing number of advertisers, faced with
scarcity and inability to produce or distribute in large
volume, are cutting dovm on advertising expenditures.^ So,
with less easy money within reach, broadcasters in general
may once again offer less resistance to the voice of the
public interest.
Since the invention of the audion tube by Lee
De Forest made modern radio possible, the ears have been con-
siderably daunted by the din proceeding from his ovn contrap-
tion. According to De Forest radio was to serve as a potent
instrumentality for culture, fine music, and the uplifting
of America’s mass intelligence. Instead he feels that ”his
child” has been debased, sent out on the street in rags of
ragtime, tatters of jive and boogie-woogie, to collect money
2
from all and sundry for hubba hubba and audio jitterbug.
Radio has been made the laughingstock to intelligence. Soap
^Free, L.—”What Can Be Done To Improve Radio?”
—
N. Y. Times Magazine—August 25, 1946—Pg. 9.
^ — ’’The Revolt vs. Radio”—Fortune—March,
1947—Pg. 101.

operas v/ithout end or sense flood each household daily , . ,
murder mysteries rule the waves by night and children are
rendered psychopathic by bedtime stories. Radio now 30 years
old,^ has been resolutely kept to average intelligence of
13 years. So, its national intelligence is maintained
moronic, as though your sponsors believe that the majority
of listeners have only moron minds. A revolt against radio
is in progress. Faced Y/ith recent surge of criticism, the
directors of the radio industry have charged that much of the
abuse is irresponsible, or uninformed, or sensation-seeking.
Of course, no one would deny that radio offers many
attractive features, from the baton of Toscanini to the deft
raillery of Charlie McCarthy. But it is obviously a fact
—
whatever that fact may be caused by, vmatever it may imply
—
that a very large part of America’s radio fare (most soap
operas, quiz programs, audience participation shovzs, gag-
comedy acts, juke-music sessions, and commercial announce-
ments) would affect any person of modest discrimination some-
where in range between complete indifference and acute illness
HoYzever, the Industry likes to point out that the
revolt is minority action. Besides being called irresponsible
uninformed, and sensation-seeking, criticism is often branded
as coming largely from ’’intelligentsia” as though there were
som.ething wTong with a modicum of mental vitality. But if
^ — ’’The Revolt vs. Radio”—Fortione—March,
1947—?g. 101 .
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the revolt is among a minority, there is very little of hot-
house about it, as any sampling of rebellion will show.
Another comment which arises is that even when
radio’s performance happens to be good, the listener must
often put up with fatuous and maddeningly incongruous com-
mercials. One vving of radio’s critics claims that the main
trouble lies in the fact that the sponsor, through his ad-
vertising agency, plans most of the big programs.
Frederic Wakeman declared: ’’Since advertising’s
chief interest is in products, it should not be permitted to
control program material of the radio, whose chief interest
must be not in customers but in listeners . .
.
you radio people
should take back your program from the hucksters. Take back
youT networks. Take back your stations and do your own
programming without the benefit of what an^^^ponsor thinks any
program, should be—conunercials can then be sold to advertisers
on a dignified, properly controlled basis that will protect
1
the program, not destroy it.”
This revolt against radio took an official turn
a year ago, when the Federal Communications Commission pub-
lished its so-called Blue Book, ’’Public Service Responsibility
of Broadcast Licensees”. This wnrned the industry that here-
after, in granting licenses, the Federal Communications
Commission would consider promises and performances with
^ —’’The Revolt vs. Radio”—Fortune—March,
1947—Pg. 101
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respect to "civic, educational, agricultural and other service
programs.^ A Federal Communications Commission ruling of 1928
was quoted: "In a sense a broadcasting station may be regarded
as a sort of mouthpiece on the air for the community it serves,
over which its public events of general interest, its political
campaigns, its election results, etc., may be broadcast. If
a station performs its duty in furnishing a well-rounded
2
program, the rights of the community have been achieved."
The Blue Book then stressed four activities which it thought
3
favorable to public interest, convenience, and necessity:
1. Sustainers—specific advertising which can
a. Allow broadcasts "which by their very
nature may not be sponsored with
propriety.
"
b. Feed "significant minority tastes
and interests."
c. Suit the "needs and purposes of non-
profit organizations."
Q. "Provide field for experiment in new
types of programs."
e. "Achieve balanced interpretation of
public needs."
^ —"The Revolt vs. Radio"—Fortune—March,
1947—Pg. 101.
^Ibid Pg. 101.
3lbid Pg. 101.
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2. Carrying of local live programs— ’’most immediately
profitable way to rim a station may be to procure a netv/ork
affiliation, plug into a network line in the morning, and broad-
cast the network programs throughout the day—by interrupting
network output only to insert commercial spot announcements
and phonograph records for outstanding network sustaining
programs
,
This makes the station a real local institution, and
a true voice of the communitjr.
3. Discussion of public issues—Lend-Lease, etc.
4. Elimination of advertising excesses
—
This pertains to the excessive ratio of advertising
time to program time.
However, the Federal Communications Commission’s
primary responsibiliti?’ for the American system of broadcasting
rests with the licensee . . It is to stations and networks
rather than to federal regulation that listeners must primarily
turn for improved standards.^
Radio can afford to taike risks—freedom of speech
involves the right to offend and to be offended. It has
indulged human weakness for ulterior motive of selling more
goods. However, the future of radio advertising depends on
broader and more enlightened sense of social responsibility
and less cynical belief in what each of us has it within him
^ — ’’The Revolt vs. Radio”—Fortune—March,
194V—Pg. 101
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to 1)0001116,^ Radio's interests are best served by distributive
responsibility. The voice of the public must be a contributory
and decisive voice.
Senator Wallace H. \iThite, of Maine, author of the
nresent law v^hich was enacted in 1934, introduced a. new bill
V/'hich would do everything from reorganizing the Feder?l Com-
munications Commissicn' s internal setup to establishing a code
of ethics for the broadcasting industry.
Is the government regulation pf radio in for some
chs.nges? Some think it should be--but can't agree on what
changes should be made or how. There is wide disagreement
2
over vdiether the revisions shall be made by:
1. Administrative ruling of Federal Communications
Commission.
2. Self-regulati on of industry under aegis of
Fational Association of Broadcasters.
3. lTe\i7 legislation.
Regardless of the changes made, the grea.t question
for showTTien and advertisers is not whether to use radio but
how .^
The crux of the future of radio advertising in the
^Siepmann, Charles B. --"Radio's Second Cliance"--
Postcn--Iittle, Brown F- C omnan3r--l'^46--Pg. 208-211.
p
--"Mew Radio Rules"--Business Veek--Julv 5.
1047_.pg, 21.
^Landry, Robert J.--"This Fascinating Re.dio
Business" --Indiananolis-Mew York--The Pobbs-llerrill Comnanv--
Pg. 313.
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United 3t?.tes is v^hether it is to Ue controlled "by the govern-
rnend or v/hether it is to he in the hands of private enterprise.
When it is in the hands of the gcYernment, as in England, the
public gets what those ^"ho control radio programs think that
it ought to ha,ve. When it is in the hands of private enter-
prise, the public gets what those who control ra.dio programs
think that it vrants. Ra.dio should "think like a wise man
but coimnunica.te in the langupvge of the people" according to
the first part of ¥. E. Yeat’s dictum.^
Another factor to be dealt with in the future is
television. This is the most effective form of mass com-
munication ever created--it v/ill permit the advertiser to present
his product with the maximum of pictorial effect. However,
if images are not to be supported by commercial sponsorship
then, in my opinion, television ha.d betier not start th? t way
in the beginning. As for commercials, research verified that
a star or featured members of a program could make them more
effective and more pala.table--if adroitl3'- used and used in
character. Ed "v7ynn and Jack Penny ma-de first steps in that
direction as earl 3^ as 1932. Research is a, big factor in im-
proving commercials, A Radio department is onl^^' as good as
the last commercial brop.dcast. And, if that cominercia,! is new
^Siermann, Charles H, --’'Radio ’ s Pig Chance" --Hew
Republic--January 12, 1942--pg. 46-48,
^oran, Joseph A. --"How Radio Commercials Got as
Good as The^/ Are, etc ." --Printers ’ Ink--A'oril 19, 1946--Pg,
79-80.

and good, it is old and trite long befbre the next shov7-option
comes up. So we’ve come a long vmy in the creation of good
(which means selling) radio commercials. But it is Yiell to
remember that not all of the critics will be silenced no
matter what radio does in the future.
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A revolt against radio is
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SMILE ^ WHILE
‘Some of these soap commercials are pretty good.”
Pigure X
Television vq!! nerinit the
a,dvertiser to nresent his
nroduct vith the maximum of
nictorial effect.
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CT^APTER XI
Conclusion
In snite of the fact that the radio is not fla'?:less--
it is quite difficult to find anything that does not arouse
criticism--hooks
,
nla.ys, music, politics, etc. However, v/hile
Keening all these faults in mind, radio is still to he com-
mended. Hot only does it nrcvide entertainment, music, educa-
tiona.1 programs, news, etc., hut also is accessible to people
of varying income hrackets, (Sx. Metropolitan Opera is dear
to opera lovers--L!r. Smith, the hanker, can a-ffcrd two seats
at the opera-house, hut Mr. Jones, a laborer, who also likes
opera finds that his income does not permit the purchase of
tickets to the hroadcast--thanks to radio Mr. Jones can relax
on his easy cha.ir and hear the same program which Mr. Smith
is attending. Hconomically speaking, Mr. Jones can afford to
enjoy the program at the sponsor's expense. This leads to
the argument that the sponsor includes the cost of advertising
in the nrice of his oroducts. "'Mhen we realize how small this
amount is in proportion to the price of tickets to the hroa.d-
casts if such were available to all those who wished to at-
tend--we are being entertained for a minute sum,
;7e are not compelled to listen to any specific
nrogram--we have the privilege of selectivity. Cur radio
sections list the program’s name and station, and we can
either tune in or tune off. Ho program is "shoved-down" our
threats. Hor those who do net approve of the Hit-Parade--
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there is the Philharmonic
,
Lu:x-jRadio Theater, etc. Prom the
variety of progra,ms offered, Heaven help the person ^vho c.an't
find something of interest to tune in on.
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The Acaerican public is ungrateful when it brings
charges against radio for in compa.rison to systems abrcad--
ours compels us to nothing- -listening, purchase of products,
or sunnort of the networks. It would ha,ve been possible for
the radio to take the theatre way. You might have obtained
your enterta.inment by pa.ying as you entered, sc to speak, ^ A
company was organized recently to try that out. They a,sked
for a license from the Federal Communica.tions Commission to
put on the air wha,t we call "pig squeal" radio--"nickel-in-
the-slot" radio, or "gasmeter" radio. 'JThen you wanted one of
the several series of programs on the air, you would put a
nickel in the slot and tune to the dial number of the progrpjii
you wanted. If you did not put the right number of nickels
2in the slot, you would get a "pig squeal". V/e chose to do
it by advertising--circumstances decided it for us. Pobody
really planned it; tha.t is the way it came out. It wa-s
decided that we would do it by advertising. So the whole
structure of urograms on the air is supported by a.dvertising ,
What strikes most people is the fact that they do
not understand how advertising, which occuuies so small a share
of the program time, could be so "insistent", "troublesome",
^Bryson, L:pnan--"V/b.at Shall We Bo With Radio? "--
G. P. S. Counsellor on Public Affairs--April 15, 1947--Pg. 6.
2lbid Pg. 6,
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“exaggerated" in its claims, "tiresome", and "ViTh.3 '- do you have
to sing a commercial?"^ In answer to the last question most
people would rather hear somebody singing an amusing jingle
rather than somebody marking pretentious and solemn claims in
a voice that indicates he is a disappointed tenor. Some of
the best programs on the air have succeeded in getting more
applause for their commercials than for a.nything else. They
have succeeded in working humor into their commercials or com-
mercials into their humor--perhaps some day we shall have
enough clever people in the a.dvertising business to ma.ke every
commercial on the air either a,musing or dra,ma,tic or surprising,
or in some way a pleasant part of the broadcast itself,
ijText, why is it that some commercials* bother the
listeners? listeners say they cannot escape them--cne reason
is that advertising on the air is effective. It does get under
people’s skins because commercials on the air are so short they
have to be effective. They cannot be leisurely?’ or gentle; they
have to accomplish a grea.t deal in a very small portion of a
2Yery expensive chunk of time,
!Tobody thinks radio is perfect. Tobody thinks
broadcasting is better than a,ny other institution in this
3
country’-- -tha.t is nobody except the public. Although there
^Pr3’-son, l3nnan--"''*Vhat Shall ¥e Do ¥ith He,dio?"--
C, P. S, Counsellor on Public Affairs--April 15, 1947--Pg. 7,
^Ibid Pg, 8-9,
^Ibid Pg. 1.
i
are adverse personal attitudes to^vard radio cominercials, v/hen
a scientific survey sought out and asked several thousand
neople r;hp.t the^^ thought about the job broadcasting was doing-
when it pinned them down a,nd made them think about radio--62^
thought highl37- of it. In other words, 62^ of 35,000,000
American families are so satisfied with American broadcasting-
are so aware of it and so proud of it--that without any prompt
ing they will probably say so to us and to the world--in face
of a.n3?" threat to a free radio.
The success of an advertising campaign on the air
depends upon two ma,in factors, the content and the quality of
the entertainment. The broadcasters realize this, and also
the fact that advertising is a key to world prosperity--radio
is a new and important groove on the ke^;", Hov/ever, broad-
casters answered critics when 1\, B. C. President ITiles
Trammell blared: "Advertising is a vital spark in our own
way of life." Critics made at least a fer/ gains when one
Pale3^ convert said; "It’s a fumi3^ game where jackasses pin
the tail on the people, but that’s radio until people realize
it,"^ Until the3'‘ do the advertisers can adapt the IIanhe.ttan-
l!err3’’-Go -Hound ’ s invitation "Pe our guest as 3,’’OU rest at
3;"Our radio". This is exactly what the listening audience is--
for in dollars and cents hov; much does it cost us to hear our
favorite programs. Por when dialed with discretion, the
^ --"The Uoes Ha,ve It"--Time--Foveraber 4, 1946-'-
pg. eo-e2
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radio is a source of great knowledge, pleasure, relaxation,
and very little annoyance or cost.
In conclusion, radio advertising has been and
still is mighty productive, New ideas are needed, new methods
are indicated, nev/ understanding is necessary. The same kind
of ingenuity, inventiveness, research, experience, and judg-
ment that made radio and commercials so effective so quickly
in the past will make them more effective—even more quickly
in the future
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--Radio 8c Television Retailing--January, 1945
Poice, H. I.--"Radio"--Vice Pres, in charge of 3a.les--lTew
York--G. E. S. --April, 1938
Pryson, Lyma.n- - "Vi/hat Shall We Do With Radio? " --April 15,
1947
lTews"oapers
London Times- -April, 1946
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of’ Radio advertising upon
the Public with Reference to the
tvnes of commercials used
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